
Objectives
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THE chant: Once I caught a fish alive
THE SONG: The Shark
Take care of an octopus
Maybe is on your back now.
Maybe there is an octopus
then you will have to run.

You can´t see where the shark is. 
You don´t know where it is.
Take a look and watch your back 
who is going to Hunt?

One, two, three, four, five.
Once I caught a fish alive,
Six, seven, eight, nine ,ten,
Then I let it go again.
Why did you let it go?
Because it bit my finger so.
Which finger did it bite?
This little finger on the right.

To understand and follow simple instructions.

To learn some marine animals.

To learn simple physical characteristics
about some animals.

To understand the concept of measurement.

To associate different feelings with a certain cause.

To recognise different animal actions.

To interpret and produce simple sentences that
enable them to locate animals.

To produce simple oral sentences that
describe marine animals.
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años2

level

Recycled things under the sea
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ONCE UPON A TIME THERE WAS AN OCTOPUS 
IN THE SEA ON TOP OF A BIG MOUNTAIN OF 

RECYCLABLE THINGS. A SEAHORSE COMES BY...

WHAT’S THAT? 
THAT IS RUBBISH. 

WHAT DO YOU 
NEED RUBBISH 

FOR?

NO, THIS ISN’T 
RUBBISH, THEY 

ARE RECYCLABLE 
THINGS.

LOOK!
A BOW FOR 

YOU. YOU ARE 
BEAUTIFUL

OHH!! 
THANK 
YOU
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NOW A TORTOISE
COMES BY...

WHAT’S THAT? 
THAT IS RUBBISH. 

WHAT DO YOU NEED 
RUBBISH FOR?

NO, THIS ISN’T 
RUBBISH, THEY 

ARE RECYCLABLE 
THINGS.

 LOOK,  A 
BUCKET FOR 

YOU. YOU CAN 
CARRY YOUR 
FOOD IN IT.

OHH!! 
THANK 
YOU.
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NOW A DOLPHIN
COMES BY...

OHH!! 
THANK 
YOU

WHAT’S THAT? 
THAT IS RUBBISH. 

WHAT DO YOU 
NEED RUBBISH 

FOR?

 NO, THIS ISN’T 
RUBBISH, THEY 

ARE RECYCLABLE 
THINGS.

YOU CAN 
PLAY 

FRISBEE 
WITH THIS.
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NOW A FISH
COMES BY…

WHAT’S THAT? 
THAT IS RUBBISH. 

WHAT DO YOU 
NEED RUBBISH 

FOR?
LOOK, A 

BRUSH FOR 
YOU. YOU CAN 
RUB  WITH IT?

 NO, THIS ISN’T 
RUBBISH, THEY 

ARE RECYCLABLE  
THINGS.

OHH!! 
THANK 
YOU
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NOW
A SHARK.

I’M HUNGRY,
I DON’T WANT 
RUBBISH. I’M

GOING TO
EAT YOU

WHAT’S 
THAT? THAT IS 

RUBBISH

NO, NO 
PLEASE
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AND THAT’S ALL.

THE OCTOPUS SWIMS AS FAST AS
HE CAN AND HIDES IN A CAVE.

LOOK,
THIS IS NOT 

RUBBISH, YOU 
CAN USE IT. HA, 

HA, HA!!!

I’M THE 
OCTOPUS BIG 

BROTHER

AHHH!!!
NO PLEASE



SESSION 1   Patterns

TODAY IS...

IT CAN SWIM

Colour the animal that can swim.

play time:
The teacher stands in front of the children.
Using the modal verb CAN, make sentences looking at the model. (Animal), CAN, 
VERB. If the sentence is right, the children will raise their hands, if it´s wrong, 
they´ll keep them down. The faster you play, the funnier it will be.
The elephant can fly. The lion can climb.
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TODAY IS...

WHAT’S DIFFERENT?

Find the add one out.

play time:
The teacher puts the flashcards on the floor and asks the children what they 
are. After a while, the teacher turns the flashcards upside down,
and asks the children to find some flashcards. If the children answer correctly, 
they keep the flashcard. If they fail in their answer,
the next child gets the chance to answer.

SESSION 3   Vocabulary



Listen to the riddle and put the sticker in the correct place.



SESSION 13   Poster



TODAY IS...

YOU’RE SCARED

Draw a fish in front of the shark and an octopus behind him.

play time:
Ask the children to stand in front of or behind classroom objects.
Stand in front of the chair.
Use different classroom furniture, and ask the children: Where are you?
So that the answer is in front of or behind the objects.

SESSION 5  Prepositions
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SESSION 6   Patterns
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TODAY IS...

play time:
The teacher explains that there are many ways of measuring things. 
One way of doing it is with our hands. The teacher explains how to measure 
a table with his/her palms, and then the children try measuring different 
classroom objects.
We write the results of the measured objects on the blackboard, to see which 
objects are big and small, depending on the number of palms needed.

HOW BIG
ARE THEY?

Look and write the number.



TODAY IS...

 WHICH ONE IS THE SILHOUETTE?

play time:
All the children sit in a circle except for one that stands outside with a flashcard.
While the music is playing, the children close their eyes and mime the song, and the 
child with the flashcard walks around the circle.
When the music stops, one child will have the flashcard behind his/her back, and 
will have to say the word out loud and run to chase his classmate around the circle. 
Then he/she will be the one to walk around the circle.

SESSION 8  Vocabulary
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Find the silhouette and trace the lines.
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TODAY IS...

HOW IS HE FEELING?

Colour the numbers.

play time:
Ten children stand up with a flashcard in front of the rest of the class. 
Each one of them mimes his/her flashcard, and the teacher asks: “Who is sad?”
The child that guesses correctly will be the next one to stand up and mime.

SESSION 10   Feelings



SESSION 11   Patterns

TODAY IS...

HE HAS GOT…

Colour the square that matches the animal.
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play time:
The teacher, standing in front of the children, mimes a flashcard without 
letting the children see it. He/she describes the animal’s physical characteristics 
such as wings, feathers, tentacles or tail…
The game will be repeated several times with different flashcards.



SESSION 14   Verbs

WHAT’S HE DOING?

Cut out and stick in the correct place.

Divide the children in two groups and sit the groups facing each other.  
One group whispers a vocabulary word in the ear of a member of the other 
group.  This child has to mime the word to his/her group.  Once they have 
guessed the correct word, it is this group turn to whisper a vocabulary word to 
the other team.  Each team wins a point if they guess the correct word. 
The team that has the most number of points is the winner.





SESSION 15   Patterns
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TODAY IS...

HE CAN SWIM…

Colour and name.



Vocabulary
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OCTOPUS

SEAL

PENGUIN

TURTLE

SEA

STARFISH

WHALE

DOLPHIN

FIN

BOAT

FISH

SHARK

SEA HORSE

BEACH

TOWEL


